Host Mark_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN MISSION  =/\==/\==/\==/\=

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::standing center of bridge::

CNSL_Alexander says:
::seated in chair on the bridge::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::staring at the viewer::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::sits on at the conn::

CO_Taylor says:
::in Ready Room, wondering if the damn door works yet::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: At Sciences working with the probe ::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: NAything to report??

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::looks at Alexander::???

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::on board the shuttle Corncob enroute to the ganymede::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::art tac::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: I am attempting to move the probe closer to gain additional data on the Cronkite ::

CNSL_Alexander says:
XO: I am still sensing 3 people aboard the ship sir

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Begins to move the probe closer to the Cronkite ::

CO_Taylor says:
::exits RR and enters Bridge::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Alex: you were smiling??

CO_Taylor says:
::watches door close smoothly behind her::

CO_Taylor says:
::shakes head and walks towards center of Bridge::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@Computer:Eta to the Ganymede last location?

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: Report, Commander?

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: nothing on the space surrounding us yet??

CNSL_Alexander says:
;;whispers to ber;;Ber: yes sir, the captain is glad to be back on the bridge

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Data begins to stream in from the probe as all control is lost ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::Scans for other vessels::

CO_Taylor says:
::sits in the Big Chair::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: yes, sir, data is still being accumulated, we have no viable transport capabilites that are dependable yet

CO_Taylor says:
::notices it's all warm and grimaces::

CNSL_Alexander says:
CO: Glad to have you back Capt

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: I am detecting nothing near our vicinity, however there is definitely someting "pulling" at the Cronkite ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@<computer>K'tarn:Eta 30 minutes

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: I am working on translating the data now.

CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Alexander::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>xo: No signs of other ship

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: can you pinpoint the "pulling"??

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@:::checks course and speed::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::walks around and up to science::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: here, localize your readings and use the tachion dispersal frequencies to pinpoint the disturbance

CNSL_Alexander says:
Ber: ARe we able to use the transporter to beam the e people i am sensing aboard sir?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn @*Ganymede: This the Shuttle Corncob Requesting updated postion information (Hailing.wav)

CNSL_Alexander says:
::3::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Before I lost control of the probe, I was reading what seemed like a tractor beam or focused gravity. I am working on the origin.

CO_Taylor says:
Alexander: Are you able to pinpoint any of the other crew?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::Contuies runing scan::

CNSL_Alexander says:
CO: Yes Capt, they appear to be on or near the bridge

CO_Taylor says:
Alexander: All of them?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: I am reading a focused energy at bearing 23.234 of axis to the Cronkite.

CNSL_Alexander says:
CO: Yes Maam

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Scanning now...

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
*Transporter Chief*: how are the transporters doing, were you able to transport anything over there and back safely yet??

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Transporter Chief> No sir.

CNSL_Alexander says:
CO: I am still sensing confusion on their part.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: then fine tune to that location and run a computer check to see if it knows what it is

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Aye sir.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
*TC*: received, keep at it

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>Xo: Sir we could try using a shuttle as an transporter relay

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::wonders why no one gives him order... shakes a little::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
jones: I was thinking about that, ......

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Scanning area and programming computer to determine the type of energy begin focused 
on the Cronkite ::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: Ktarn is approaching, we may be able to use him to probe the ship a bit better, maybe even us him as a transporter carrier

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: How long before transporters are functional?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: I am unable to get a lock on the source... I am continuing scans.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<That was jones>

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: The chief is still working on it, unknown

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: If Ktarn could get close enough to the Cronkite to get some localized sensor readings and patch them through to us, it may help.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
LouisL broaden you wavelengh and see how big it is

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Aye sir.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn @*Ganymede*:This is the Shuttle corncob request postion up date (Hailing.wav)

CO_Taylor says:
<OpsGirl> Shuttle Corncob, you have a new heading, uploading to you now.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell: see if you can get a tractor beam on that ship

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Changes parameters on LRS and SRS to cross-match readings in broadband ::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell, lets see if we can't pull it out of this area

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: Engaging tractor beam

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::engages tractor beam::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn @*Gaymede*:Thanks you::Those eta fiugures::My eta to ship is 5 mintues k'tarn out (Hailing.wav)

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO:with your permission, lets get a million klics away from here

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: Reason?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::engages engines::

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: I'm not going to abandon the crew of the Cronkite

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::Runs a sensor sweep for vessel::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO:Major nutation flucuations after locking on to the Cronkite.  Getting Amplitude Feedback on freq. 283.3 mhz

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: give us a bit more stable space from the pulling effect, maybe we can get the t ransporters working with more distance from the anmily

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Disengaging tractor beam::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<Jones>::Can not wait till K'tarn comes back::

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: Do we even know what the anomoly is?

CO_Taylor says:
::wishes she could spell anomoly... anomolie... oh heck with it::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: sir, should we try the tractor beam again?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Readings on the energy show a focused and controlled phenomonon like a Graviton Pulse... It appears to be unnatural in origin.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: Louis and the computer have nothing to compare it to, yet

Host Mark_AGM says:
DECOR NOTICE: AFTER TRACTOR BEAM IS DISENAGED THE SPACE NEAR THE CRONKITE ERUPTS IN PURPLES AND BLUES, WITH SEVERAL 'TENDRIL' LIKE EXTENSIONS, ONE WRAPPED AROUND THE CRONKITE'S NACELLES.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: unnatural??

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: confused by the readings begins to review data ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::picks up the corncob::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>Xo:Corncob on sensors eta 3 minutes::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn @*ganymede*:request permsion to dock (Hailing.wav)

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Sir, I cannot explain how the "Pulling" is happening, I am unable to identify it with known parameters. I am continuing with theoretical parameters.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: I guess I shouldn't engage another tractor beam...

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::wonders if he is talking with the air...::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell, not right now...............

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::wait for permsion to dock::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: Aye sir

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: The phenomenon is now in phase with our space. I am beginning to get readings on sensors, please stand by.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: look at the viewer, what is that??

CO_Taylor says:
<OpsGirl> *Corncob* You have permission to dock

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@*ganymede:Thank you::

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: Back us off, full impulse. Now.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Amazed at the size of the phenomonon, my heart jumps in my chest ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::brings corncob on final apporach::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: changing course

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
*Ktarn: stay with us, we are moving away

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::back the ship off at full impulse::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO: Evasive action!.. .a tendril in reaching for the Ganymede!

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: can you get an energy reading on that thing, can we sting it??

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Get a transport lock on Ktarn in the Corncob, in case we have to beam  him out of there.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::Watch the ganymede run off::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Keeps scanning, looking for some identifiying characteristics ::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: I am working on it.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::plots course to follow make sure to avoid the tenrill

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: All stop, sir?

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: All stop, Ensign

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::stop the ship::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::approches ganymedes shuttlebay::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell: sweep around at heading 360 mark 23, that will get us closer to Ktarn

CO_Taylor says:
XO: How can we break the Cronkite free?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: Aye sir

CNSL_Alexander says:
Co: Maam, I am sensing the thing is hungry for power from the nacelles

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::change course to 360 mark 23::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell: configure a low energy phasoe burst in front of the tendril

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Data suggests that this phenomonon is controlled by intelligence, and could be a biologic. I recommend electricity.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::configuring low energy phasoe burst::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell: set some plasma into the burst, configure the wave pattern at 312 hz

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Direct plasma to burst and set wav pattern 312hz:: XO: ready to fire

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
@::bring the corncob into the ganymede bay::

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: I'd like a word with you in my Ready Room in a few minutes

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<Jones>XO:The corncob has landed

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: i think if we give it some food, it may back off , wanna try?

CO_Taylor says:
::tapping fingers on armrest, controlling her temper::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::shut down corncob systmes:::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
the 312 hz one

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::puts leash on fred::

CO_Taylor says:
XO: A short burst

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::grabs mek'leth and hides it uniform::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::opens corncobs door::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell, aim it in between the Cronkite and that Tendril coming at it

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
::Continues to scan the areas near the phenomenon.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell, fire when ready

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::exits shuttle and head for tl::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::aiming burst between the Cronkite and the Tendril::

CO_Taylor says:
::watching viewscreen::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Fire At once::

Host Mark_AGM says:
SPATIAL FIREWORKS:  Phaser hits dead on the tendril between the Cronkite and the Anomaly.  The Tendril severs, but the remaining Seven move towards the area where it was severed and now two have the Cronkite.

CNSL_Alexander says:
::wonders what is going to happen next::

CO_Taylor says:
::swears under her breath::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Find a way to get the Cronkite out of there.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Begins thinking that firepower is not the only weapon ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
TENDRIL MOVEMENT: One of the longer ones begins heading for the Ganymede again.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Lowell: you hit it, you were supposed to fire infront of it

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::enters tr::TL:Senior officers quarters

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::pats freds head::

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell:: Evasive maneuvers

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::rubs forehead::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Evasive Maneuvers::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: should we try again, sir?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: I would like to reconfigure the deflector at 312mhz to see if it has any effect on the anomoly.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::leaves tl and heads for quarters::

Host Mark_AGM says:
TENDRIL MOVEMENT:  Its gets confused and leaves the Ganymede alone.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::enters quarters::

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: I believe we should attempt to find out what the hell it is before we go firing at it again.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::gives fred some water and food::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: Tendril has stop its pursuit

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::Hangs Mek'leth up on wall next to his bet'leth, dagger and his other swords::

CO_Taylor says:
::taps fingers on armrest again... controlling temper::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: All stop again?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::Leaves quarters::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::enters TL::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Tl:Bridge

CNSL_Alexander says:
senses Captain getting angrier::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: right now, neither science, the counselor or angineering are able to diagnose the phenonen,

CO_Taylor says:
XO: What about the tractor beam again. Break the Cronkite free enough so we can get it out of there.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::feels lift raise::

CO_Taylor says:
XO: At least get it free so we can get the crew off

CO_Taylor says:
XO: Or get an engineering team over there.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: I would like to reconfigure the deflector at 312mhz to see if it has any effect on the anomoly.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::exits tl and entersbridge::

CNSL_Alexander says:
CO: Captain one of the life signs just vanished

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::heads for tac station::

CNSL_Alexander says:
Capt: I am only sensing 2 now

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Go ahead. Keep me informed.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::sets up dual operste controls::

CO_Taylor says:
Alexander; You sure?

Host Mark_AGM says:
VIEW CHANGE: The Viewscreen is suddenly completey purple.. like the tendrils.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
CO: Aye, sir.

CNSL_Alexander says:
Capt: Yes maam!!

CO_Taylor says:
::looks at Ber:: XO: you sense anything?

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Co: the phasor burst did sever one of the arms, another  should have the same effect. i don't want to hurt it, if it is alive, but, I'm running out of options

CO_Taylor says:
::looks at screen::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Contacts engineering and begins to change the configuration on the deflector dish ::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::looks at screen and shaking head::

CO_Taylor says:
::sighs::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
XO: prephase we could lower the phaser setting

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Ktarn: If that thing is trying to get at the plasma in the nacelles, we should attempt to feed it 
enough to distract it and get the Cronkite away

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Sets deflector resonance at 312mhz and programs the computer for the center of the anomoly :

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<perhapes>

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: Good idea

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::turns and looks at the Captain with a smile::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Can we feed it some plasma and attach a Tractor beam at the same time?

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: another phasor blast in FRONT of it Captain??

CO_Taylor says:
XO: Does it appear to be following where the phaser blasts are?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::looks at the TENDRIL and starts to fade::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Absolutely I can coordinate a plasma dispursion with the deflector. However 
attaching the Tractor at the same time will put a great amount of stress on the Ganymede.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: No sir, it seems to have a avulsion towards them

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Prepare to do that.

CO_Taylor says:
XO: Do you 'spose... we could lay down a fire pattern that would drive it away?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Aye sir, however I cannot estimate the stress levels.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
CO:Perhapes we could rig ashuttle with remote control and fill it with plama

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::starts to turn color::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Begins to prepare a plasma burst with the deflector and tractor beam. ::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Doctor Neidl> *Bridge* Captain, I have several officers down here that are fading.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Turning puple::

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* Explain "fade", Doctor

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: how fast  can you reconfigure after each pulse?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::am fading in FRONT of the crew on BRIDGE::

CO_Taylor says:
XO: I'm leaving it to you

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Cmdr: I will need 15 seconds to recharge the Plasma burst.

CO_Taylor says:
::looks at Lowell::

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* I believe I understand what you're saying now

CO_Taylor we need to get the hell out of here, and fast

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::looks at Lowell, and takes out Tricorder::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Taylor* Fade... not quite there... losing tangibility.  What do you think I meant?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::floating closer to the TENDRIL::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: All systems are ready. I am locked on the Cronkite with the sensors for tractor.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Warp plasma is being drained quickly, we need to execute very soon.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::hmm, hes phasing out of this dimension::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Do it. Now

CO_Taylor says:
Ber: What's happening to the crew?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::still floating to the TENDRIL::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
CO: Lowell is Phasing into another dimension

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Executing :: Tractor, deflector and plasma ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::gets in reports from all decks::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
CO: sir sec is reporting coming in from all decks crew disapaerd all over the ship

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Stress levels are increasing, I can hold position for 10 more seconds.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: What's the status? Can you get them yet?

Host Mark_AGM says:
TENDRIL ACTIVITY: The Tendrils head for the richer plasma, repelled by deflector, Cronkite Tractored successfully.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis:  Hold position. Can you get the Cronkite or crew yet?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::tries thinking hard.. maybe that would get the Cnsl attention::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: Fire another shot

CNSL_Alexander says:
::warches as all hell is breaking loose::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: I have a lock on the Cronkite and crew.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Prepares to fire in 5 seconds ::

CNSL_Alexander says:
::senses Lowell trying to contact her::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Get the crew over here.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Beam to sick bay

SCI-Ens_Louis Captain: Energizing to sick bay.  (TRANSPOR.wav)

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Thinking shoot AT me::

CNSL_Alexander says:
::gets up and head to sickbya::

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* Crewmembers from the Cronkite are on their way directly to you

CNSL_Alexander says:
Capt: I am going to sickbay to see if I can help

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Executing Deflector-plasma burst. Second run.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::sits at FCO panel, prepares to move away, sets course::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::send sec teams to sickbay to help the doctor::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Taylor* Can it wait... I have this pesty fading problem down here?

CO_Taylor says:
::honestly shocked at the Doctor's response::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Cnsl: Shoot AT me!!::

CO_Taylor says:
Alexander: Keep me informed, Counselor.

Host Mark_AGM says:
TENDRIL ACTIVITY:  Seem completely happy with plasma provided.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn *Neidel*:sec team on way to asst you they are at your dispoal (CommBadge.wav)

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Phaser.............::

CNSL_Alexander says:
::not knowing why, draws phaser and shoots at Lowell::

CO_Taylor says:
:;ducks::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Ktarn* I don't want those jarheads in my sickbay.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Ends Second run and begins to prepare for third... waiting for Captains orders. ::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::falls down on the conn chair::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
Louis: can you lock onto the readings of our people in those bubbles, use freq. 312 hrz to guide you

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Maintain firing sequence.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::turns back to normal::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::pulls out phaser::

CNSL_Alexander says:
Capt:  That tendril has the cronkites crew in it!!!!

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
XO, yes sir.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Beginning Third volley.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
Cnsl: thanks

CO_Taylor says:
::whirls to Counselor::

CO_Taylor says:
Alexander: What?

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Computer:disable Cousoinl Alex phaser auth K'tarn jaybird

CO_Taylor says:
Alexander: IN the tendril?

CNSL_Alexander says:
Capt:  They are encased in bubbles within the tendril!!!

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Tries to lock on to "bubbles" ::

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Can you target those bubbles with the transporter?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
XO: just shoot  phaser at the thing

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
*Nedil*Doctor my man are not jar heads and they have emergney medical training

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: The "bubbles" are out of phase, I am unable to lock.

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Ktarn* Yeah right, and Cardassians like Rootbeer.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co:Maybe the ship phaser will have the same effect as the handphaser

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::Walks over to CO, and see if she sees me::

CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: Find the frequency of Alexander's phaser and recalibrate ships phasers to match

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::makes a note to take to captain taylor about getting Dr neidel transfered of the ship::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::makes an adjusment::CO:Done

CNSL_Alexander says:
::hands phaser to Ktarn::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: I am compensating with the sensors and should be able to lock, one moment.

CO_Taylor says:
Louis: Keep me informed

CO_Taylor says:
::begins pacing the Bridge::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Alex:I do not need your phaser i already got the info from the computer

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
captain: Aye sir.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::stands in front of Captain:: CO: ummm can you see me???

CO_Taylor says:
Lowell: What?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: I have a lock on all 87 crew, beginning transport now.

CNSL_Alexander says:
Ber: The Captain is fading!!!

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::sends targetign info to louis::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
CO: checking if you can see me....

CNSL_Alexander says:
::draws phaser and fires at the captian::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::MY hands !! I can see right thru them !!::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Louis:ready?

CO_Taylor says:
::nods at Louis::

CNSL_Alexander says:
::oops:: Capt: Ber is fading!!!

SCI-Ens_Louis Ktarn: Transporting now. (TRANSPOR.wav)

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::fires::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: Engineering report all 87 crew accounted for. :: Discontinues deflector ::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::as he starts to fade, he says:: CO: lets get the crew out and get out of here !!

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::walks to TL::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
Computer: Sickbay

CO_Taylor says:
::walks over to Helm::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
<jones>::takes alex disablke phaser away from her::

CO_Taylor says:
::inputs course and engages at Warp 8::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Initializes the deflector for standard parameters ::

CO_Taylor says:
::basically gets the hell away from the anomoly::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::went to sickbay and grabs some medical stuff::

Host Mark_AGM says:
FADERS NOTICE:  The further away from the Anomaly you get, the more solid you become.

CNSL_Alexander says:
::Capt: Ber is coming back into focus!!

CO_Taylor says:
::sighs in relief::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::whew, now I can see my bones, must be getting better, ah, blood vessels, good::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> ::Sees Lowell:: Lowell: And what do you think you are doing with those? 
::Grabs supplies Lowell took::

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Recalibrates sensors ::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
CO: Do you want to stay at yellow alert?

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::took a hypospary and shoots himself::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> Lowell: GET OUT OF MY SICKBAY!

CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: Yes for now.

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> ::Kicks Lowell in the butt::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
Neidl: I NEED THIS

CNSL_Alexander says:
Ktarn: Why did you diable my phaser?

CNSL_Alexander says:
disable?

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::ah, all flesh, I'm bbbbaaaaccckkkk !!::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::cancels yellow alert::

CNSL_Alexander says:
Ber: Welcome back Ber

CO_Taylor says:
Ktarn: Why did you cancel the Yellow Alert?

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
Captain: All stations report normal. However I have no report from sick bay.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
ALex: ::smiles:: thank you

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> Lowell: I don't care if you need a bloody heart transplant, you gotta ask 
first.  NOW GIVE IT BACK!

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::throws the sickbay stuff back and leave since he finished with it::

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* Doctor, please report.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::turns to alex:: Alex: I always disable the weapons of officers that fire there weapons at fellow crewmembers

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::went to TL and went to his quarters::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> ::Looks at Lowell leaving and hears the Captain::  *Taylor* Yer Bloody Helm officer just waltzed right in here and used a hypo.  You gotta control your officers better Missy.

CNSL_Alexander says:
::turns to head back to sickbay since Ber has returned::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
::rest in his quarters::

CO_Taylor says:
::face turns red::

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* ::very coldly:: I'll be wanting to speak with you, Doctor.

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
*Captain*: I will explain later....

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::wonders if he will even need to file his complaint abouit the good doctor::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Taylor* Well I want to speak to you to Missy.

CNSL_Alexander says:
::wow, this is going to be a good brou haha::

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* You seem to have forgotten proper protocol when speaking to the ship's captain.

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::hears neidls' request, shudders at the word Missy::

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
Co: Sir Permsion to escort the doctor to the brig::in a hopefull tone::

CNSL_Alexander says:
::looks at Ber, and smiles::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
*Capt*: I will explain later why I needed the hypospary

CO_Taylor says:
*Neidl* Sir, you are relieved of duty.

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Taylor* You could be the President of the blooming Federation and I 
would still call you Missy, Missy.

Tac_Lt_Ktarn says:
::hopes captain ok's his request::

CO_Taylor says:
*Lowell* File a report and send to my Ready Room.

SCI-Ens_Louis says:
:: Begins to perform shipwide systems checks ::

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::sits ih XO's chair, rubbing forehead::

Host Mark_AGM says:
<Neidl> *Taylor*  Ah hell... Bite me

XOCmdr_Nim_Ber says:
::grinning::

FCO_Ens_Lowell says:
*Capt*: Aye

CNSL_Alexander says:
::reaches TL and leaves bridge::

Host Mark_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= END MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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